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N. H. GALE (0) 

THE CONTRIB UTION OF TRACE ELEMENT AND ISOTOPE 
GEOCHEMISTRY TO THE PETROGENESIS OF OCEANIC BASALTS 

AND THE COMPOSITION OF THE UPPER MANTLE 

It is g~n~rally accepted by earth sci~ntisu that basa lu ar~ deriv~d as sil i cat~ 

melts by partial melting of th~ Eart h's upper mantle, and that seismological evidenc~ 
and argu ments based on t emperatur~ gradients suggest that primary basalt magmas 
originate at depths from t~ns 10 hundr~ds of kilomet~rs. Because the oceanic crust 
is relatively thin the study of oceanic basalts has assumed particular importance 
because of th~ much greater chance that Ih~se basalts would be uncontaminated by 
crustal material. and would th~rdor~ afford one of our best links for studying the 
composition of the upper mantl~. With sufficient knowledg~ of the way in which 
elements distribute thernselv~s betwttn these basaltic melts and various silicate 
minera ls we c:m hope to distinguish betwttn near-surface diff~rentiation effects and 
thos~ effects du~ to th~ partial melting proc~ss itself or relat~d 10 th~ chemical and 
mineralogical make-up of part icula r regions of the mantle. Trace element and 
radiog~nic isotope abundanc~ studies have proved particularly useful in such studies; 
indeed the first suggest ion that the upper mantle is chemically heterogeneous 
employ~d iust such tf"<:hniques /1, 21. 

An important question relating to th~ intertwined prob l~ms of upper mantl~ 
composition and oceanic basalt genesis is to what ~xt~nt the liquids produced by 
partial melting within the upper mantle are modified during transport to the 
surfac~. Further, if magmas do evolve before or during thei r ascent to the surbce. 
IS lh~ principal mechanism that of: 

(a) closed system eclogite fract ionation as advocated by O'Hara [31 which 
pr~dicts the formation of large volumes of high density ed ogites within 
the upper mantle 

or (b) closed system enstatit~ fractionation accompanied by extensiv~ open syst~m 
w:l ll rock reactions a~ advocat~d by Green and Ringwood 14J which does 
not predict the formation of any accumulates in the upper mantle with 
densities much hig:her (han peridotite? 

1*) DepArtment of Geology And Mineralogy, The University, PArks ROI1d . Oxford. 
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Initial constraints Oil the petrogenesis of oceanic basalts have been derived 
chiefly from experimental PClro]ogy, and have lflvolved both experimental studies 
of :1rtificia! systems and n:J(ural bJsalts. Such an approach concentrates attention 

on bulk chemistry and mineralogy. and h:ls, fur example, led Green and Rin).!wood 
at Canberra to develop a uniform upper mamlc source rq~lon for h:Lsaltic magm:1S 
consisting of a pl"ridrllitic composition (pyrolite) prob:,hlv ( om:Lining ahOll1 DJ {,; 
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Fig. I. _ Diagram summ.rizing th~ pNrogcn~u, apl'hca""." "f ~xl"'rrmem~1 mch.n~ .tudies on 
matCTial of pyrolite composition. The column I" the kft ;Ilustrate, the mineralogical charactCT of the 
lithosphere and the dcpth tn the onsct nf partial melting in the island arc .iluation and in the normal 
oceanic cru5!·mantle situalion. In Ihe right side of the diagrams, the character of magma derived h)' 
partial mehing of pyrolile is plottct.l as a funClion of the depth of magma ",g.cgal;on and degree 
uf partial mehing. Numbers in parentheses adjacent to hasalt names rder 10 Ihe nurrnal;ve olivine 
conlcnl of the partial melt. The hatched areas illumate the range of conditions o,'cr which the 
quartz_normativema/!masma)·be .. krivc<1 bj" ,lire<:t part ial mehin/! and magma .lCgregation from 
p)·rnlite. The diagram i. ,umpilc.l r ..... meltin.'! un.I<·. walcr-ondcrsaluratetl ",,,,diliono with a waler 
coment of ab"ut 0.2 % ;n the source py.olite. 
I Fr"m Earth Planet Sei. leue .. /9 (1'173). 51 I. 

to 0.4 7<' of water. T hey have attributed the presence of the low velocity rone (or 
asthenosphere) in the upper mantle to a small (~ 5 'it ) degree of melting of pyrol ite 
containing ('.,J 0.1 % of water ; the liq uid fraction in the asthenosphere would then 
he a highly undcrsaturatoo olivine nephdinite_ Other magma types of direct upper 
mantle derivation embracing tholciitcs, olivinc trachyb.lSalts. tholeiitic picri tes. etc .. 

can on this modd he assigned to a pctrogenetic gri'cl ' expressing: the depth (pressure) 
of magm~ segreg~Hion :lIld the degree of partial melting of the .~ource pyrolite. 
Fig. 1. shows such a grid taken fHJm :1 paper hy Grten 151; it is largely self
explanatory. hut rC4uires the C:lVeal that the mag-ma types which appear on il :Ire 
only those liquids developed in Cl..Juilibrium with residuJl peridotit{" - th{"se mag-m:IS 
may ui course in (urn b{" modifit·d by cryst:ll fr acllon:llion :IS they mov{" from [he 
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depth of magma segregation to eruption <It the Earth's surface. This genetic model 
can account quite well for variations in the major element chemistry and normative 

mineralogy among basalts. 
It is time now to turn to the role played hy the chemistry of the dispersed or 

incompatible elements K, Rh, Th, U, Ba and the rare earth elements (REE), and 

the restrictions on petrogenetic theories which they afford. In particular, call the 
basic Green and Ring-wood theory based on a mantle of constant peridotitic (pyrolite) 
composition and single-stage melting, explain the incompatible element chemistry 
observed in oceanic basalts? The answer is no, but we should first review hriefly 
!he (n,ij6r features of this trace element chemistry, which IS of such fundamental 

significance in the petrology of ocC:1nic volcanics. 

The classic paper in this field was that of Engel et al. in 1965 [6]. Recent 
oceanic studies had at that time shown that a d istinctive tholeiitic hasalt is the 
principal igneous rock encrusting the deeper parts of the oceans, distinguished by 
about 49-50 j; silica, a low Fe:lO:d FeO ratio and a high Na IK ratio. Engel et al. 
were able to show that the tholeiitic basalts that form most of the deeply suhmerged 

volcanic features, especially oceanic rises, in the oceans are characterised by extremely 
low contents of Ba, K, P, Pb, Sr, Th. U and Zr, by FetO~/ FeO < 0.2 and Na K > 
10, and by K Rb '" 1300 and ~rSr ~ijSr "-' 0.702, similar to what was then known 
about calcium-rich basaltic achondrites. They took the dose compositional simi larities 
between oceanic ridge tholeiites. and Ca-rich achondrit es to indicate the relatively 

primitive nature of oceanic ahyssal tholeiites. 

In contrast they found the alkali-rich basalts that cap submarine and island 
volcanoes, even where these occur dose la (but on the Aanks) of ocean ridges, to 
be relatively enriched in Ba, K, La, Nb, P, Pb, Rh, Fe~Oa. Sr, Ti, Th, U and Zr, i.e. 
in the same elements th:J! are enriched in the sialic continental crusts by fac tors o{ 5 
to 1000 more than the amounts inferred to be present in the upper mantle. T hese 

analytical data coupled with field relationships led Engel et :Jl. to postulate that 
alkali-rich basall~ arc derivative rocks. franio nated from oceanic tholeiites by 
magmatic differentiation processes, and that oceanic tholeiites are the principal or 
only primary magmas generated in the upper mantk beneath the oceans. They 
furt her suggested that oceanic tholeiites are either complete melts of the upper 
mantle or arc generated from a mix of this tholciite with a magnesium rich 
pcridotite, and so were led to the conclusion that oceanic tholeiites are the least 
contaminated and only com mon Of partial melt of the upper mantle now available 

for study. 
F rom a comparison of chemical compositions of island volcanics with those of 

abyssal tholeiites they \Vere able to demonstrate systematic -e!leets accompanying 
the progressive enrichment of alkah~ in oceanic volcanic roch, such as: -

K Rb decreases fro m ('.,;.. BOO in abyssal lholeiite to ~ 350 in alkali basalts: 
Sr Rh dec reases (rom "UO in ahyssal tholeiite to as low as "o..l t} in alkali 

has,llts: 
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K Zr increases from ("'V 14 in abysn\ tholeiite to N 50 in trachytic pumice. 
Tht::y interpreu=d theS(: syslcmatic changes as furthe r ev idence of the derivative 

origin of the alkali basalts from the pa rental ocea nic tholeiites, or, in a 1971 
restatement by Engel [ 7], derived either fro m a parental magma of tholeiitic 
composition, or from magmas parent to the tholeiitcs themselves. 

The next major step forward in the delineation of the rest rictions fro m dispersed 
element g-eochemistry to theories of the genetic relations between magma types 
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FiIC. 2. - K/ Rb rallOS am] K c"ntem ~ of some ocunk v"lcan;c rocks. 
fFrum Gcochim. et Cosm"chim. Acu 31 (1968), 10571. 

came In the classic paper of Gast in 1968 (2]. This paper explored in some detail 
the partitioning of dispersed elements (dements that do not exist as a major 
stoichiometric component of any phase in the system under consideration) between 
liquid and solid phases due to crystalli zation and partial or complete melting under 
complete or surface equ ilibrium cond itions, reviewed existing dispersed element 
concentration data in oceanic basalts, and outlined the restrictions on petrogenetic 
relationships which the data and model implied. 
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In summary, apan from a confirmation of the characteristic features noted by 
Engel and his co-workers, Cast noted, as shown in Fig. 2 that the abyssal basalts 
have high K Rb ratios and very low K and Rb contents when compared with the 
alkaline basalts. Since Hart [8] has questioned the freshness of some 01 the abyssal 
hasalts used by Cast. il is worth while to note Fig. 3 wh ich gives modern abyssal 
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basalt data due to Hart and others. O'Nions and Pank hufSt, as well as several 
modern oceanic alkali basalt analyses. It will be: seen that the modern data also 
shows a d ear difference between abyssal tholeiites and island volcanics, but dou not 
mpporl lor th~ abyuaJ basalis a Irmd of d~cr~asing K Rb wilh incr~asing K as 
propos~d by Gasl and rduraud by Kay, Hubbard and Gast [9) . Another important 
fea ture is brought out by Fig. 4 which shows that the alkaline basalu are much 
enriched in light rare earths relative to heavy r:lre t'a nhs when compared with 
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ahys-<;a l basalts. Extensive more recent work, especially by Schilling [101, has 
wnfirmed this feature, and demonst rates a remarkable rare earth uniformity of 
mid-ocean ridge lholciites which in itself seems to n.:quire a unique and simple 
volcanic process to be operative. Schilling believes that it calls for upward migration 
(If melt and slush from a relatively homogeneous source in the mantle - the 
asthenosphere. or low velocity layer - probably followed by further partial melting 
«min}! ;I~cnt. A further f~ture is that the barium contem of abyssal basalis i~ 

much more depleted than is strontium relative to alkali basalts. 
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It is appropriate now to turn 10 :I brief consideration of the ways in which 
(;ast was able to constrain petrogenetic theories on the basis of the observed incom
patible clement concent rations. the observed trace element distribution coefficients 
and a consideration of Rayleil{h surface equilibrium crystal formation, or partial 
mcltin).{, modcL~. First. what of the idc:I advocated by Engel and others that alkali 
basalu are derived from a sub-alkaline or tholeiitic liquid? Cast was able to show 
that it is extremely difficult to enrich Ba, K and Rb by factors of 10 or more by 
crystal fractionation without crystallising 90 1ft or more or the pa rent liquid. Any 
appeal to volatilc transfer as an alrern:llive mechanism for enrichment of alkal is in 
albl i olivine basalt meets the difficulty that it is exceedingly unlikely lh:lt such a 
process should also enrich such dissimilar elements as Rb. Ba, V, T h, La and Ph 
to a si milar dcgree. Again. elements slIch as K. Rb. B: •. V and Pb that are highly 
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enriched in a residual liquid cannot be readily fractionated from each other hy 
fractional crystallization, so that this mechanism is highly unlikely to be competent 
to derive alkali basalts with K 'Rb ratios of 150 to 500 from parent liquids with 
K Rb ratios of 600-1800. Thus the idea that alkali basalts are derived from parental 
tholeiitic magmas, or that these two basalt types are genetically related in any way 
by fractional crystalliz..1tion, is unlikely on the basis of a proper consideration of 
the incompatible trace clement data . 

Cast also made extensive calculation of batch or partial melting and fractional 
(continuous accumulation) melting of three mineral assemblages that may occur in 
the upper mantle:-

Lherwlite (clinopyroxene, orthopyroxenc, olivine and spi nd); 
Carnet-peridotite (dinopyroxene, garnet, orthopyroxene and olivine); 
Amphibolite (horneblende, onhopyroxene, olivine and spinel); 

together with consideration of the effect of trace ph logopite. O nc important general 
conclusion was that the incompatible trace elcment chemistry and the major clement 
chemistry of liquids produced hy partial melting are in many cases rat her effectively 
decoupled, with the result that different mechanisms of production of the same 
hulk chemistry may result in quite different trace clement compositions - thus 
illustrating the power of incompatible clement chemistry in discriminating different 
pelrogenetic mechanisms. 

Cast's calculations were made with the aid of the assumption that a liquid 
created in The mantle is in approximate thermodynamic equilibrium with its 
coexisting phases when formed and with a collection of estimated distribution 
coefficients describing this equilibrium. Detailed consideration of the fractiona tion 
of the element pai rs La / Yb, K/ Rb, Ba/ Sr and Cr/ Ni showed that their absolute 
and relative abundances in alkaline magmas are entirely consistent with the 
hnX)lhesis that these liquids are produced by small amounts (3-7 o/l) of partial 
melting of these accepted upper mantle mineral assemblages, i.e, of a more primitive 
trace clement rich source. The element pair K Rb forcs the mantle source of alkali 
basalts to have a K content of .03 to .04 % and K / Rb ratios of 500 to 1000. 

It was also found to be a consequence of the model that the residues produced 
by these small amounts of partial or fractional melti ng would have Ba depleted 
relative to Sr, La and Cc relative to heavy REE and Rb depleted relative to K, 
whi lst a variety of large ions would be depicted in these rcsiducs. These arc 
distinguishing characteristics also for abyssal tholeiites, and when this information 
is combined with the result of the calculations that extensive partial melts of "-' 15 % 
of the assemblages considered will result in liquids in which the dispersed element 
ratios are only slightly fractionated relative to the bulk solids, :1 mechanism fo r 
generating the abyssal basalts is suggested . The postuiate is that these basalts are 
produced by extensive (15.40 %) melting of upper mantle regions that have been 
chemically fractionated by previous much less extensive partial melting events. 

Many people (e.g-. O'Hara . Green and Ringwood, Kushiro, Kuno) have argued 
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that abyssal basalts and island basalts are genetically unrelated . It is probably 
generally accepted by most people nowadays that the weight of trace element data 
favours Cast's interpretation in general terms, requiring variable source composition 
as well as variations in cond itions of melting, and it seems certain that abyssal and 
alkaline basalts cannot be genetically related by fraClional crystallisation, and tha'[ 
the trace clement data also rules out any interpretation of the H awaiian volcanic 
petrology in terms of crystal fractionation of parental oiivine tholeiite magmas. 

An alternative suggestion of a mode of enrichment of the incompatible elements 
in a fractionating magma was the 4: wall rock ,. reaction of Green and Ringwood [4 J. 
which was envisaged as a highly selective contamination of a magma by its wall
rock environment involving complementa ry processes of reaClion and extraction of 
the lowest melting fractions from the wall rock. This concept was severely and 
cogently criticised by Gast on grounds of the physical and chemical inadequ3cies 
of the mechanism as origi nally proposed, but has more recently been defended by 
Green [11] by a consideration of the role which water might play. Briefly the 
argument is that if a body of magma, undersaturated in water, moves through a 
mantle region conta ining hydrous phases, these phases may become unstable, their 
breakdown producing water and other volatiles which move into the magma and 
carry incompatible elements with them. Elements fo rmerly substituting in amphibole 
or phlogopite but incompatible with pyroxenes and olivine could in pri nciple move 
in this way. It will be interesting later on to see what modern isotopic studies have 
to say on this question. 

To round off this introductory part of the talk, before moving on to a conside
ration of the further information given by isotopic studies, we may attempt to set 
the conclusions from trace element studies in the context of geophysica l ideas. First 
we observe that if bas.tlts with marked differences in incompatible elements, but 
with similar major element composition, were randomly distributed in space and 
lime, then one might conceive of a mamle source region which is irregularly and 
randomly inhomogeneous due to effects of variable degrees of magma extraction at 
various times in the past. However, the regular appearance of the low K tholeiile 
with monotonously similar rare earth patterns [IQ] at mid ocean ridge CTests suggests 
that this magmatic process taps a widespread and relatively homogeneous sou rce 
region of the mamle. Basalts with high contents of incompatihle clemems do occur 
at abyssal depths in the ocean basins, but common ly on the Ranks of ridges and 
in seamounts which locally aTe symmetrically developed on either side of the 
median valley or from chains moving away from the ridge crest in the direction 
of oceanic plate movemems. These occurrences show that an oceanic crustal loca lity, 
which taps a source of low K tholeiite when at the ridge crest, may later tap a 
second saurct region when it moves away from the ridge crest; this second source 
characteristically provides magmas tnriched in incompatible elements. 

These facts may easily be reconciled with the thermal model of Oxburgh and 
Turcotte [1 21 in which they define a c wne of partial melting :J. in a conveC[in~ 
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mantle. This zone is defined in terms of the difference between a predicted model 
temperature and the olivine tholeiite fusion temperature. Fig. 5 reproduces their 
predicted zones and material Row lines in the region of an ocean ridge. If one 
traces the path of a unit volume of mantle taken progressively further away from 
the axis of the ascending plume, it is sCt:n that the depth where this unit volume 
experiences its greatest excess temperatu re (i ncrement above the fusion temperature) 

ZONE ~ ABYSSAL 
BASALT 

FOR~ATlON 

100 km zoo km. 

FORMATION 

Pig. 5. - Oxburgh ~nd Turcouc m(>(I~1 of a m~mlc convection cdl .howing possible sites of alkali 
ba$31t and abynal bas.ah geneution. Note that abyssal bas.ah liquid cannot become enriched in tbe 
di.~r~ clement, during passage through surrounding solid matter. since thiJ solid matter will boo: 
depleted in those clements enriched in a liquid from previous partial melting. In contrast the alka li 
ba$3h liquid. traverse mantle regions tllat mar have boo:en only partially depleted, ~nd so tile alkali 
ba$3h liquid. may be enriched in di5~rscd ckmcms during their "ertic:al transport. 
[Taken from Gcochim. et Cosmachim. Acta 32 (1968), 1057). 

increases trom a mimmum depth of approxi mately SO km to depths of more than 
100 km. Moreover, the magnitude of the ", excess temperature » that is experienced 
also decreases in going away from the axis. If onc postulates also that the degree 
of partial melting that results from a given temperature excess will decrease with 
an increase in pressure, thao it seems likely that the extent of partial melting away 
from the central plume will be much less than that in the shallow region over the 
rising plume. Both the chemical properties and the rspatial distribution ~f oceanic 
volcanic materials arc broadly in accord with this now rather old model. 

Agai nst this backgrou nd, what further information is provided from st udiei 
of lead and strontium isotopes? 
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Isotolric Measurements in Oceanic VOlcaniC8 

A large number of Sf and Pb isotopic measurements have been reported from 
many oceanic islands; recent reviews of the Sr data have been given by Faure and 
Powel! (1972) in their monograph on st ronti um isotope geology, of" the Ph data by 
Oversby and G;lS[ [13] and of both Sr and Ph data in the paper by O'Nions and 
Pankhurst (14 J. For Sf the 87S r/8tISr rat ios show very considerable scalter, both 
overall (0.702 to 0.706) and in some cases within a single island; such a vari:llion 

might be thought to be of considerable pctrogenctic significance . H owever both [he 
Sf data and the Ph data have in the past been subject to considerable analytical 
uncertainties, and there has been far too liltle control of either Ph or Sf analyses 
with reference to properly certified standards, so that the quality of most prev ious 
data has been inadequ:ne to demonstrate true consistency or small differences. 

Over the past few years there has been a revolution in the technical aspects 
of Ph and Sr is(){ope geology. Highly precise certified isotopic standards for Sr and 
Pb are now available from the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, so that confident 
intercomparison between work from different laboratories is now possible. and 
chemical separative techniques have been developed which allow the blanks for 
both Sr and Pb 10 be pushed down from the hundreds of nanograms level to the 
sub-nanogram level. Following the pioneering work of Papanastassiou :md Was· 
serburg at the C.,lifornia Institute of T ech nology, a number of laboratories have 
now proved their capability of measuring 8?Sr (86Sr ratios to a relative precision 
of about 0.005 r. (i.e. I part in 20,000), compared with an average of not bener 
than I part in 7000 some years ago. The independent discovery by the Russians and 
the Americans of the silica gel activator method for the mass spectroscopy of lead, 
and its subsequent refincment, have made possible measurements of 207Pb ,':!o~Pb 

ratios etc. to an accuracy of better tha n 0.1 7r, whereas the PbS method formerly 
commonly used was ahout an order of magnitude less accurate. For both Sr and Pb 
it is now easily possihle to make precise isotopic abundance measurements on less 
than 100 nanogram samples. With the advent of these improvements there is now 
a clear need to make extensive new isotopic measurements of oceanic volcanics. 
There is already quite a body of precise new data for Sr, chiefl y from laboratories 
in the Carnegie Institution, Brussels and Oxford, whilst T atsumoto and Sun have 
much unpuhlished new Pb isotope data. Let us now try to see what further 
constraints on petrogenesis the isotopic data affords, both with respect to earlier 
theories of the relationship between ocean island and ocean ridge basa lt s and with 
respect to the deep mantle plume hypothesis introduced recently by Morgan [ 27). 

I shall attempt to sketch out the information provided by isotopic evidence in 
roughly the historical order of the development of this topic. The isotopic composition 
of Sr was used by Gast as early as 1960 [ 15] :is strong evidence that the earth is 
chemically distinct from chondrites. The present·da y 8TSr/86Sr ratio of the mantle 
can be roughly inferred from that found in oceanie volcanic roc~s; fro m this 
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ratio and the presumed initial rat io for the whole ea rth, one ca n infer the Rb /Sr 
ratio of the upper mantle source (assuming single-stage growth of radiogenic Sr) 
from the rdation: 

MSr source "ftSr initial 116Sr source 
x [expA. t -I] = + 

Inserting the best guesses of e1Sr /IlllSr)INITIAL = 0.6989 (the BABI value from 
hasaltic achondrite meteorites) and (/l1Sr il6Sr)soURC"; = 0.70280 (the best estimate 
from modern abyssal tholeiite data) and the presumed 45 X lOlly age of the mantle, 
then (Rb Sr) "' 0.02 for the present mantle, which compares with 0.1 to 0.8 for 
chondritic meteorites. We conclude that the Rb Sr ratio of the E.1rth is about one
tenth that of the chondrit ic meteorites and the primitive solar nebula. Perhaps more 
important for our presem purposes is the fact that the computed mantle source 
Rb/Sr ratio of '" .02 is up to severa l times greater than actually observed in modern 
analyses of some ocean ridf:e tholeiites, and since Rb is expected to partition more 
re.1dily than Sr into the liquid phase upon partial melting, the mantle source of 
these tholeiites must have had lower Rh Sr ratios still than the tholeiites. Thus 
the ridge tholeiite 87S r I06Sr ratios (which modern analyses put in the range .7025 
la .7030) are not supported by their presem.day mantle source (Rb Sr) ratios, and 
it follows that the mantle sources of ocea n ridge tholeiites must have undergone 
depletion of Rh rdative 10 Sr at some Slage prior to mag ma formation. This is in 
accordance with the observation that these source regions are also relatively depleted 
in other incompatible elements. 

It was realised quite early on that there were considerable differences in 81Sr 
116Sr within the ocean basins, with this ratio varying quite widely from island to 

island, and since the decay rate of Rh is low and the Rh/ Sr ratio is low it was 
argued that long periods of time are implied by the isotopic variations. Lead isotope 
measurements were also interpreted to suggest that mantle inhomogeneities had 
lasted for of the order of I or 2 thousand million years, notwithstanding the 
difficulty of understanding this in terms of a convecting mantle. Such discussion 
centre around the plot, for nce.1nic basalts, of ~>{>1Pb '~'(l·Pb abr.linst ~'(lIIPb "mpb, 
which is shown in Fig. 6. In this diagram single-stage closed system evolution for 
the mantle would result in the source regions falling along an isochron (the 
Geochron) with slope corres(Xlnding to 4.5 x lOlly and passing through the com
position of primordial lead. The exact (Xl~ition on this line would depend on ly 
on the V / Ph ratio for the system, more usual1y·-referred to in terms of ~-value 
(= llSSU 20.Pb). Fig. 6 shows that many published Pb compositions do fall close 
to this line, including data for ocean-ridge basalts, for mainland Iceland, and for 
volcanic rocks from Tristan da Cunha, as well as many of the analysed basaliS 
from Pacific Ocean islands. However, the scatter shown by this data is well outside 
analytical error, and requires a multi -stage evolution. Moreover. data for the 
Canary Is.. Ascension Is .. and SI. Helen;l plol:s far to the ri~ht of the Geochron. 
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requmng that the Ph developed for a considerable time in an environ ment with 
higher IJ.-values than for the ridge tholeii tes. On the assumption of ~quiljbrjlfm 
melting, so that the Ph isotope ratios ore identical with those in the source regions 
(even though the U and Ph concentrations may not he), the extreme variation in 
lead isotope ratios requires fractionalion evellls occurring sufficientl y long ago for 
these differences to have been caused by radioactive decay. The approximately linear 
t rend of the data in Fig. 6 has been taken to indicate a major fractionation of U 
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Fig. 6. - Pb-i$Olope plol for basaltic rocks from Mid.Atlant;c Ridge i.bnds. The ~SOO my isochron 
i. drawn tluOIJ j(b the lea$! radiogenic Canyon Di~blo m~{eori{~ kad. A = AK~nsion, C = Canarics, 
1= N"",mkanic zon~s of Icdand. MAR = R~yki3nes Rid j.i:~ . SH = St. Hekna, T = Tri~{an da Cunha. 
IFrom J. Petrol. /5 (1974). "O.n 

from Pb in the mantle about {(X)() to 2000 my ago (e.g. Vlrych 16), whilst more 
precise linear trends for individual isla nds have'been taken to indicate 3-stage V IPb 
fractionation, e.g. for the source of the S. H dena volcanics at 4.1 x 199y and 
1.8 x 109y [17]. A fu rther conclusion was that the depleted source of the ridge 
tholeiites is characterised hy low U and low V/ Ph ratios, and that these arc relatively 
much higher in the source regions of alkali hasalts. 

I want now to turn to a consideration of more recent high-precision Sr.isotope 
data. This data has come chiefly from the following laboratories: Hedge and 
Peterman at the V.S.G.S . in Dcnver, Hart and his collaborators at the Carnegie 
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Institution, O'Nions and Pankhursl at Oxford, and, for unusual suites of alkalic 
rocks from the Cape Verde Is. in the Atlantic and for the Marquesas Is. in the 
Pacific, from Dcutsch and her collaborators in Brussels and myself in Oxford 
respectively . It follows the pioneer work of Tatsumoto et .1.1. in 1965 on ocean ridge 
tholeiite5 [18] which was followed by Cast in 1967 [19] and Ferrara et al. in 
1969 [20] in their work on Eastern Pacific dredge samples. 
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including dala plottffi by Peterman and Hedge in Bull. Geol. Soc. Amcr. 82 (l971), 355 togcthcr with 
more modern data pre""med in rderenc(, H. 22 and 21. 

The most comprehensive recent set of Sr isotope data comes from the work 
of O'Nions and Pankhurst [14], and is for the Atlantic Ocean. The major islands 
included in their study extend along the length of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge from 
Bouvet Is. to Jail Mayell, whilst thei r study includes samples from the Reykjanes 
Ridge, the Charlie Cibbs Fractu re Zone, and the island of Kolbeinsey to the 
north of Iceland. 

I shall fi rst of all use the [Otality of new data to dispose of a myth. Peterman 
and Hedge, in searchi ng fo r a sympathetic variation between SiSr/ "Sr and other 
geochemical para meters, claim in their 1971 paper [21] to have demonstrated a 
positive correlation between 51Sr ' ~8Sr and the ratio K20/ (K20 + NazO) for basahs 
from the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans; their evidence for this is given in their 
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Fig. I., which includes much older data. The correlation is not too convincing 
even there, but Fig. 7 shows the effect of including the new data and shows that 
the correlation, which depended chieAy on alkali basalts from oceanic islands, is 
essentially destroyed. If we restriCl consideration only to the most modern data 
from O'Nions and Pankhurst [ 15) , Klerkx, Deutsch and Paepe [22], and 
Gale [23]. then Fig . 8 shows that this data does not support a correlation. It is 
necessary. therefore, to reject the conclusion of Peterman and H edge that such a 
correlation exists, is of fundamental significance, and that the higher the alkali 
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Fig. 8. - "Sr/"'Sr initial ralio. ploned agaimt K.o/ (K.o + Na,o) for Mid·Atlantic Ridge alld ocnnic 
isbnd rocks; modern da\.a only. Cap.: Verde data from reference 22, Ua Pu from reference 23, all 
Mher dau from reference 11. 

content of an erupted alkali basalt, the closer its source region approximates to 
primitive mantle which has retained its primordial alkali content and Rb / Sr ratio. 
Instead the most striking concl usions to be drawn from the plot of 8iSrl8ll~r 

against KtO/ (KzO + Na20) are that within an individual island there is generally 
a complete lack of correlation, and that even for the very strongly alkalic basalts 
of the Cape Verde Is. and Ua Pu the isolOpic ratio remains essentially constant 
with increasing K<ontem. 
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On the other hand the diagram shows that there is a clear distinction to be 
drawn between abyssal tholeiites and island alkali basalIS. with the abyssal tholciites 
being characterised not only hy low incompatible element contents but also by 
low ~1Sr 86Sr ratios . We can also see that the source region of the Ascension lavas 
has been, in terms of time .... weraged Rh Sr and ~rSr S6S r ratios, indistinguishable 
from that of abyssal tholeiites for the greater pan of the Earth's history, despite 
the weat dissimilarity r,f the volcan ic products. 

Let us review the chief findings of the modern Sr data as summarised in Fig. 8. 

(a) Abyssal ocean ridge tholdius from the Reykja nes Ridge from just south of 
Iceland to as fa r as the Charlie G ibbs Fracture Zone, and from Kolbeinscy Is. 
north of Iceland, give essentially the same 1I1Sr 1 ~6Sr ratio of 0.70294 ± 4. 

(b) Recent ocean island tholeiites (from the Neovolcanic Zones of Icela nd and 
from the Canaries) show a very limited range of 87Sr ~6Sr ratios about a mean 
of 0.70313, except that for Bouvet in the extreme south Atlantic tholciites and 
trachytes have the identical value of 0.70369 ± 3. 

(c) Alkali ocean islanti basalts yield a wide range of 81Sr / 86Sr ratios, with a 
predominant tendency to values higher than for ;\byssal tholeiitcs, going up to 
0.70504 ± 6 for Tristan da Cunha, and even up to 0.70556 for strongly alkalic 
basalts from Ua Pu, Marquesas Is ., in the Pacific. However, the alkali-olivine 
basalts from Ascension Is. give values about 0.70280, slightly lower even than 
for the Rey kjanes Ridge. 

(d) 175r/ 865r ratios within a single island tend to be constant, with intermediate 
compositions (trachybasalt. trachyandesite and trachyte) often having ratios 
indisti nguishable fro m their associated basalts. Where this is true it argues for 
simple petrogenetic relationships between the various magmas, and agai nst signi
ficant amou nts of crustal conta mination. In fact the Sr-isotope evidence seems 
to be strong enough to justify the statement that in general the long-standi ng 
ghost of crustal contamination of ocea nic volcanics is fi nally laid. 

An obvious exception to this rule is Iceland, which is much larger, has a longer 
volcanic history and has a more complex crustal structure than any of the other 
islands. Here, as shown in Fig. 9. there has been a secular decrease in the ~lSr '8flSr 
ratio of erupted tholeiites from 0.70346 about 16 6m.y. ago to 0.70313 in Recent 
times; as O'Nions and Pankhurst [171 have said, this relationship is compatible 
with (a) melting different parts of an inhomogeneous source, (b) a mantle plu me 
hypothesis. (c) mixing hypotheses or (d) disequi librium melting of an homogeneous 
source. I shall retu rn later to a consideration of the latter two topics. 

The results of this modern work demonstrate three features which most clearly 
require explanation, and which must have the greatest petro~enetic significance: 

I. The clear difference between ridge tholeiites and island hasalts. 

2. The generally small variation of ~'Sr ~~Sr ratio between the alkali basalts and 
their derivatives on any onc island. 
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3. T he considerable variation in 81Sr/~6Sr b~tween islands along the Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge, or in the Pacific Basin . 
F urther features of the Sr data arc brought out by an isochron plot, as in 

Fig. 10; it will be noted that the island alkali basalts fall on, or to the right of, 
the 45 x 109yr. isochron. This dearly can be taken to illustrate the expectation that, 
in a small degree of paniai melting such as is represented by alkali basalt magma, 
the Rh/ Sr ratio of the liquid is considerably increased over that of the source 
region. This is obvious in the case of the Ascension lavas, which have Rh / Sr ratios 
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and trace element contents comparable with the Tristan lavas, but 81Sr/ 86Sr ratios 
which are so low that they indicate a small partial melt of a source region which 
has previously experienced a Rb/ Sr evolution almost identical to that of ocean ridge 
tholciites for the greater part of the Earth's history. 

I have already said that there is nothing to support the contention of Peterman 
and H edge that alkali-basalts represent partial melts of a primitive mantle. About 
the only reall y definite conclusion to be made at presel1l from the Sr isotope data 
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IS that the source regions of alkali basalts have generally been associated with 
higher Rb, Sr ratios, time-averaged over the past 4.5 x IOUyrs., than those of the 
ocean ridge tholeiites. Moreover. the wide variations in SlSr/86S r of oceanic basalts 
may be taken to provide direct evidence for inhomogeneous distribution of Sr 
isotopes in their mantle source region, provided that we assume that the basalts 
were produced by equilibrium melting. It is dearly very important to k now on 
what scale such heterogeneities ex ist - on the mineral scale or in domains of much 
larger extent ? - and also over what periods of time they have developed . 
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[Taken from /. Petro1. " (1 ~7~ ). 6031. 

Equilibrium J\-fehil1g 

In most discussions of trace element distributions or of Sr and Pb isotope 
variations in oceanic basalts it has been assumed that. at the high temperatures 
required for partial melt ing of their source material (peri dotite?). reaction and 
di ffusion kinetics would he so fast as le> ensure bulk eq uilibrium between the 
liq uid and the solid residual phases. so that isotopes would he completely homoge
nize<l. This assumption lies at the hase of l.asl's lWJ! [2] hypothesis that alkali 
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b.1Salts are:: derived by a fe::w per ce::nt of mdting from a primitive:: mantle::. whilst 
the ridge:: tholciites are derivtd by 15040 % mdting of the:: depicted rc=sidue. 

Howe::ver, the isotopic work places a further constraint on this trace-clement 
derived modd. in that the widely different Sr and Pb isotopic compositions found 
do not allow current derivation of the two types of oceanic basalt, in this way, 
from a un iform mantle. The fractionation events must have occurred sufficiently 
long ago for thtse differences to have been gener:lled by radioactive decay. If we 
use the measu red Rh/ Sr for specific island b.'lSaits as an upper limit for their 
imme::di:lIe source re::gion, the::n we ca n compute the:: time:: required fo r the 81Sr,'"Sr 
ratios of specific island basalu to devdop in isolation from the:: 81Sr/ 8tlSr value 
appropriate to the sou rce rc=gions of basalts erupted on the:: ridge itself; such 
c=stimates range from 200 m.y. to several thous.1 nd million years for different islands. 

Thus the:: inevitable consequence:: of the equilibriu m melting hypothc=sis is that 
the variation of Sr and Pb isotope composition e::xh ibite::d by the:: oceanic alkali basalts 
is entirdy due to isotopic in homcoge::neities in the:: mantie::, and that these inhomo
geneilie::s have:: arisen as a result of local difference::s in Rb/ Sr and V / Pb ratios 
which have:: existed in some cases for thousands of millions of ye::a rs without isotopic 
e::xchange or trace element homoge::ni7.ation. This extreme inhomogene::ity required 
by the:: oce::anic islands is in marked contrast to the:: rebtively homogeneous source 
region inferred fo r the thole::iitc=s of the world-wide:: ocean ridge systems. This 
nc=«! fo r numerous small source re::g ions fo r alkali basalts, which have maintained 
hte::ir sep.1rate gcochemical identify for periods of order 108 ye::ars. in some:: cases in 
close proximity to the:: extensive and relatively uniform source re::gion of ridge 
tholeiites. is the major difficulty with the e::q uil ibrium melting modd. As Hart has 
emphasiu:d. it bces us with the problem of understanding how the:: identities of 
two distinct mantle sources can be maintai ned when they are in close proximity 
and in an area of gre::at mant le mobility. 

DiserJuilihrium Mehing 

This difficulty, fo rced on us by the:: isotope data, is severe enough to warrant 
investigation of alternative models. Onc such is disequi librium partial mehing, 
discussed in the past by H arris et al. [24] and Gra ha m and Ringwood [25]. 
O'Nions and Pankhurst [14] have rece::mly constructed quantitative models based 
on dise::qui libri um melting, and investigated the isotopic and trace element compo
sition of magmas produce::d by disequilibri um partial mehing of reasonable mantle 
~urce composition. 

T he essence of the disequilibrium partial melting hypothc=sis is that complete 
isotopic equilibration does not occur Ix-twcen the partial melt and the solid silicate 
phases in the residue. Since:: the various silicate phases in the origi nal primitive 
mantle have' difTercm Rb Sf and different tl1Sr S8S r ratios, and since they ('nur 
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the partial melt at different rates, disequilibri um partial melting affords a me
chanism whereby a magma can he generated with a different Sr- or Pb-isotopic 
composition from ils source material. T hat such a mechanism is not impossible 
is shown by the work of Leggo and Hutchison p6], who found that Iherzolite 
nodules and their host basalts had differelll Sr isotopic compositions, whilst H ar· 
ris ( 24 ] cited evidence showi ng that in one case Sr isotopic exchange between 
co-ex isting phases had not occurred during 350 m.y. at temperature of between 
600_1000· C. It should therefore seriously be considered whether the observed 
variation in the isotopic composition of oceanic basalts might in part be due to 
basaltic magmas forming out of isotopic equilibrium with their source regions 
due to th is process. 
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O'Nions and Pank hurst r 141 have made disequilibrium model calc ulations for 
partial melting of an anhydrous garnet Iherzolite source. Fig. 11 shows the mutual 
dependence of the 1I1ST ~6Sr ratio of the melt and its Sr enrichment factor; it is 
clear that, compared with the equilibrium case, a given d~gree of partial melting 
produces lower enrichment factors and lower S1Sr 86Sr ralios, The most important 
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finding of the model calculations is that disequilibrium melting of a g:lfnct Iherzolite 
source could indeed produce liquids with Sr contents similar to those in alkali basalts 
(low degrees of partial melting) and abyssal tholeiites (higher degrees of partial 
melting) but in each case with a Iowa ~1SrrllSr ratio than the bulk source. This 

idea was suggested qualitatively by Harris et aL in 1972 [24]. but is now substantiated 
by quanti tative calculations. 

Quantitative calcu lations by O'Nions and PankhulSl for radiogenic decay over 

20 m.y. of a model SOUTce region comaining a minor hydrous phase (phlogopiu' 
or amphibole) have also been made; the significalll difference here is that the 
"1ST uSr of the liquid is higher than the bulk source. largely because the melting 
of phlogopite (or amphibole) dominates the proce~s. 
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The general concl usion is that there seems to be adequate scope for d isequi
librium partial melting to produce liquids with the fu ll range of S7Sr ! liGSr ratios 

and Sr contents found in ocea nic basalt s with relatively short periods of closed 
system behaviour, though not from a single mantle source which is geochemically 
and mineralogically uniform. 

Mant le Plumes 

Before summarising the present overall status of isotopic studies in oceanic 
basalts I must briefl y consider the deep mantle plume hypothesi~ introduced by 
Morgan [271 and usc<l by Schilling [to], H art ( 29] and colleagues to relate island 
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and ridge yolcanics. Morgan introduced the idea of the deep convect ion mantle 
plume, tapping regions of the lower mantle and bringing he:Jt and relatively 
primordial materia! up to the asthenosphere, l:ugely to provide the motive force 
for moving plates apart. His model carried with it the assu mption that mid-ocean 
rises are passive, and that when plates are moved apart asthenosphere rises along 
the line of fracture (the mid-ocean ridge) to fill the void and create the ridge 
tholeiites. In contrast, under an island like Iceland a plume is assumed to be active, 
transporting relatively primordial material adiabatically from deep in the mantle 
':tpto asthenosphere depths; during the rise partial melting begins, due to decompres
sion melting, and the Iceland lava is essent ially all derived from the ma ntle 
plume material. 
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Schilling [10] in 1973 presented data on rare earth and other incompatible 
element concentrations in samples from the Reykjanes Ridge and its northward 
extension into Iceland, whilst H art el al. later presented Sr-isotope data on the 
same samples. Fi~ . 12 shows Schilling's trace element data. It is dear that La, K, P 
and Ti concentratiom decrease progre~~ively from Iceland down to 61 ° N, and then 
level off 10 about ridg-e tholeiite values. T his contrasts with but minor variations 
in major element chemistry. with most of the ridge being quartz tholeiites and the 
Iceland samples being dominantly olivine tholeiites. Fig. I3 shows the strontium 
isotope data for the same samples [28]; there are dearly twO general groupings 
of values. with an irregular tra nsition betwttn them. Sixteen s,1 mples from Iceland 
and for 200 km sout h along the ridge, spanning a distance of 6(1::1 km. arc identical 
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within 0.01 % at a value of 0.70304. Beyond 250 km south on the ridge the values 
are consistently lower than all Iceland, averaging 0.7027. This general pattern is 
confirmed by work at Oxford by O'Nions and Pankhurst [14] . 

Hart and Schilling have interpreted th is data as consistent with the derivation 
of Iccl:lnd tholeiites and Reykjancs Ridge tholciitcs from twO distinct sources, which 
mix in the intermediate zone from 200·250 km along the ridge, and as being 
COllsistCnl with, though not compelling evidence for, the plume hypothesis. The 
remarkable uniformity of Sr isotope ratios in Iceland basalts and those from the 
fim 200 km of the Ridge indicates that these values arc primary and represent 
a particular mantle sou rce. According to the plume hypothesis, its upward Aow 
r:lte is in excess of that required to create new lithosphere below Iceland, which 
is also spreading. The overAow of plume material is diverted into the low velocity 
layer, where it is probably channeled preferentially along the hot, mass deficient 
and struct urally weak Reykj;mes Ridge Axis. The plume material will mix with 
Ridge material proper derived from the asthenosphere; at Iceland plume material 
dominates, whilst 250 km south :Ilong the Ridge asthenosphere dominates. 

Recent evidence from Oxford has, however, destroyed the geochemical evidence 
in favour of the plume hypothesis for Iceland. In the first place Kolbeinsey, only 
just north of Iceland, has a low 1I1Sr SGSr ratio, as low as the lowest values obtained 
for the southern-most end of the Rey kj anes Ridge, and so there can be no progressive 
decrease in tlTsr 118Sr along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge north of Icdand comparable to 

that ob~rved by Hart et al. for the Reykjanes Ridge. Se<ondly. recent work by 
O'Nions and Pankhurst on shield volcanoes in the Nrovolcanic Zones of Iceland 
has shown that the whole range in Sr.isotope compositions and REE patterns found 
:llong the Reykjancs Ridge can be found within the Neovolcanic Zones of Iceland 
alone. 

What conclusions remain? 

I) The 1I1S r ~'Sr ratios of b:lsahs erupted in the Atlantic and Pacific regions show 
variations which are gross relative to the analytic:ll pre<ision. 

2) In general the constancy of th is r:ltio throughout a range of rock types on any 
onc island rules out any sign ificant cont:lmination from older volcanic or 
crustal rocks - 81Sr ISGSr ratios are generally primary characteristics. 

3) There is a separation into :-
(a) Ocean ridge tholeiites, with uniformly low ~lSr slISr ratios and Incom· 

patible element contents. 
(b) Ocean island tholeiitcs, which arc slightly higher In both. 
(c) Ocean island alkali basalts which have the highest illSr I88Sr ratios and 

incompatible element contents. 

4) The world-wide, rather uniform, source of ridge tholeiites is relatively depleted 
in incomp.1lible elements, in Rb relative to Sr, and in U relative to Ph, but the 
lime or times of depletion can not he determined from Rh-Sr systematics nor 
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from th~ presently avai labl~ Pb isotope data, btta use of difficulties in solving 
multistag~ histories. 

5) No d~fini t~ geoch~mical constraints can yet be placed on th~ relativ~ locations 
of .. d~pleted ~ and ( undepleted ~ sourc~ regions within the mantl~. For instanc~ , 

the rather less depleted character of island tholeiites can be explai ned by vertical 
differentiation in which eitMr the upper part of th~ aSlhenosphere or else the 
deep mantle has higher incompatible element contents :md $TSr /~Sr ratios than 
those parts of the asthenosphere which are believed to supply mid-ocean ridge 
mag matism. 

6) The wide isotopic variations of island alkali basalts must come from isotopically 
h~terogeneous sources, but the scale of these heterog~neit i es is not determined 
and depends on whether equilibrium or disequilibrium melting was involved. 
Comp/~u isotopic ~qui/jbrium b~twun th~ minn-al phuUJ o/th~ Jotlru r~gion 
implies that the heterogeneities exist in domains of lateral extent of order tens 
or hundreds of kilometers - if the Rh/ Sr of parti3l melts is eq ual to or 
greater than that of the bulk source, these domains must have remained isolated 
for periods up to at l~ast 1000 my. Thi s seems improbable in the highly mobile 
mantle regions involved. 
Diuquilibrium partial md/ing 0/ probab/~ munt/~ uJumblag~J suggests, on 
th~ other hand. that the observed variations of ~7Sr Il4ISr and trace element 
contents could be obtai ned in basaltic melts after quite short periods of c1os~d 
system behaviou r of the constit uent min~rals. 

7) There is ::It present insufficient geochemical evidence to evaluate the fe::lsibility 
of the disequi librium melting hy pothesis; in particular diffusion ~xperiments 
have not been made to test whether interph::lse isotopic disequi libria can persist 
under the appropriate partial melt ing conditions. Such experim~nts need to be 
made. 

8) Th~re is a clea r need for high precision Sr isotope. Ph isotope, and REE data 
on dredge basalts from as many ridg~s as possible and on nodule suites from 
ocea nic rocks. sinc~ such data is still rather scarc~. It is only with more abyssal 
basa lt data th::lt w(- shall be ahle to i d~ntify trends wit h n:rtainty, ::Ind d3la on 
nodule suites may be expected to cast light on the feasibility of disequilibrium 
melting as a mechanism for {)C~3 n basalt production. 
I am afraid that it is on that nOte that I must end. I think that we hav~ to 
ad mit that after about ten years of \~9rk in this field we have as yet no final 
answers about the genesis of oceanic basalts ::Ind their rel3tion to the mantle. 
On the other hand both t rac~ element and isotopic data have been able to 
rest rict the number of possible alternatives, and there is the hope that further 
isotopic work will provid~ the final key to this problem. The present phase 
of isotopic and trac~ element studies on oceanic rocks is undoubtedly a very 
~xciting one, which provid~s much stimulus for many laboratories to mak~ 

;I concentrated effon to solv~ the oUlstanding problems. 
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